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WHAT IS THE BABY
GROOT TOKEN?
Baby Groot Token: It was
established to draw attention to
forest fires and tree destruction
around the world, to examine the
causes of extinction of rapidly
decreasing tree and plant
communities and to find solutions to
these problems, and to help all
humanity and future generations
live in a healthier and greener
world. It is literally a community and
charity project.

EVERY YEAR, 15 BILLION TREES ARE
DESTROYED ON AN AVERAGE!


In a study conducted by Yale University in the USA in 2015, there are
more than 3 trillion trees worldwide, but the number of trees has
decreased by 46% since the first civilizations, and an average of 15
billion trees are destroyed every year due to clearing of agricultural
land, poor forest management, and fires. stressed.



"We've halved the number of trees on Earth so far, and we're starting
to see the effects on both the climate and human health," said
Thomas Crowther, who led the study.



https://news.yale.edu/2015/09/02/seeing-forest-and-trees-all-3trillion-them

CLIMATE EFFECT OF
FOREST DESTRUCTION


According to data from the World Wide Fund
for Nature (WWF), forests store half of the
world's soil-bound carbon. According to the
UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
estimates, forests have the potential to
absorb one-tenth of the total carbon dioxide
emissions expected to be released into the
atmosphere between 2000-2050.



In addition, the destruction of forests
worldwide and the deterioration of forest and
soil quality contribute to 15 percent of the
total greenhouse effect on earth.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE ONGOING
FOREST FIRES IN THE WORLD?


The American Space and
Aviation Administration (NASA)
maintains a mapping system
called "FIRMS", where forest fires
in the world can be monitored
simultaneously via satellites.



You can access it by clicking
this link:
https://firms.modaps.eosdis.nas
a.gov/map/#d:24hrs;@0.0,0.0,3z



(The image belongs to
17.11.2021. It is an example
image.)

OUR RESPONSIBILITIES
AND SOLUTIONS:


To contribute to the solution of this problem, which
concerns the whole world and for which we are all
responsible, as the Baby Groot Token community, with
your help.



Creating a separate wallet for the 2% deduction made
from each purchase and sale, donating saplings on
behalf of the community with this wallet, and
transparently sharing the certificates of these donations
on social media platforms such as Baby Groot Token's
Website, Twitter, Instagram and Telegram.



Bringing this awareness to everyone we can reach
through the Crypto Exchange.



To take a greener and cleaner step into the future with
the solution suggestions of the members of the
community.
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